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The world has witnessed significant changes in its economic and strategic landscape since the Cold War era. In today’s multipolar system, states have a variety of partners that they can choose to engage. Also, globalization has not only deepened economic interdependency but also made several issues transnational. Increasing linkages heighten the importance of international cooperation to tackle existing problems. East Asia—comprised of the ten states in ASEAN, China, Japan, and South Korea—is no exception.

This chapter focuses on ASEAN’s perspective regarding the prospect of constructing a regional architecture—a subject deserving study because the organization has been influential in shaping a series of cooperative initiatives. Ignoring this viewpoint renders any understanding of the development of East Asian economic regionalism incomplete. Also, if unable to grasp the general picture of regional governance, policymakers may fail to provide feasible policy recommendations toward future pathways. I analyze ASEAN’s viewpoint on three issue areas—trade, finance, and physical infrastructure—since they contain the most advanced initiatives in East Asia. Moreover, recent developments such as the emergence of mega-free trade agreements (mega-FTAs) and the establishment of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) can affect the future course of cooperation.

Following this introduction, part 1 identifies major issues ASEAN must ponder in order to effectively respond to the changing environment, part 2 shows how ASEAN has addressed these matters as well as its role in affecting the future of East Asian economic architecture in the realm of trade, finance, and infrastructure development, and part 3 offers conclusions and suggests some opportunities for future research. Of course, any attempt to treat ASEAN as a unitary actor cannot replace recognition of its diverse state actors.

**ASEAN’S RESPONSES TO A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT**

Against the backdrop of the multipolar state system, the deepening of globalization forces, and increased engagement with external players, a pressing issue facing the ten member states is: “how to respond to the changing environment?” As ASEAN is part of a wider East Asian setting, its actions can somehow shape the future of regional economic governance. Four major issues can be identified.

*What approaches can ASEAN use to influence the development of East Asian economic governance?* ASEAN’s first challenge is to find approaches for cooperation with Northeast Asians. Such choices matter because different approaches can lead to dissimilar ways of forging collaboration, which can beget divergent outcomes. Certain modalities are more likely than others to enable the ASEAN participants to advance their interests and alter the results of East Asian economic cooperation at odds with their aims.

*How can complementarities be enhanced and conflicts reduced between alternative preferences for economic arrangements?* ASEAN has been implementing intra-ASEAN initiatives, most recently the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). As the Southeast Asian countries have been participating in broader East Asian economic cooperation, ASEAN’s own mechanisms may differ from those elsewhere in East Asia, resulting in divergent rules and regulations, which cause conflicts among alternative frameworks. If such clashes are not well addressed, the ASEAN states may no longer see East Asian cooperation as beneficial to
themselves and may stop pursuing it, which could undermine the advancement of regional economic governance.

How can ASEAN contribute to the building of regional architecture, despite having lesser structural power than its Northeast Asian neighbors? Despite being smaller powers, the Southeast Asian nations are able to employ various strategies to influence collaboration outcomes. For example, soft balancing or hedging is sometimes used against the more powerful.¹ On other occasions, ASEAN members facilitate cooperation, such as by convening ASEAN-centered platforms or using an ASEAN co-chair position to set the tempo of discussion and shape the meeting agendas and results.² Given this track record, how can ASEAN continue to affect the development of regional economic architecture?

Through engagement with the Northeast Asians to foster regional economic cooperation, how can “ASEAN Centrality” be maintained and enhanced? Regarding its external collaboration, ASEAN’s main goal is to sustain “ASEAN Centrality,” the main principle of its interactions with outside partners. For example, the ASEAN Charter highlights that its purpose is to “maintain the centrality and proactive role of ASEAN as the primary driving force in its relations and cooperation with its external partners in a regional architecture.”³ Despite the repetitive use of this expression, neither the charter nor other official documents says what ASEAN Centrality really is,⁴ apart from stress on “together-ness.” By operating as a group, it is believed that ASEAN members can have their interests addressed and shape the outcomes of wider cooperation. It should be noted that there are some doubts whether the Centrality can enable the organization to influence regional cooperation outcomes. Yet, evidence suggests that Centrality has been key to the entity’s ability to exert its clout via collaboration.⁵

**ASEAN’s Role in Shaping East Asian Economic Architecture**

How has ASEAN addressed the above issues and influenced East Asian economic architecture? Answers differ across issue areas.

**Trade**

ASEAN economies are, in general, export-oriented and outward-looking, thanks to a regional trend towards structural reform, market deregulation, and trade liberalization since the 1980s. Recognizing the importance of economic interdependency, ASEAN has adopted “Open Regionalism” as an approach to reap the benefits of globalization characterized by global production networks (GPNs). This approach is outward-looking and inclusive in the sense that it embraces the world economy to advance regional economic activities, supports the governing rules of global multilateral institutions, and avoids discrimination against extra-regional nations.⁶

Open Regionalism appears in several agreements. The prime objective of the 1992 ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AFTA) is to “promote the region as an international production centre so as to attract an increasing share of global FDI.”⁷ The AEC Blueprint 2025 notes that “ASEAN is continuing to make steady progress towards integrating the region into the global economy through FTAs and comprehensive economic partnership agreements (CEPs).”⁸ The
blueprint encourages the improvement of “economic partnerships with non-FTA Dialogue Partners by upgrading and strengthening trade and investment work programmes/plans . . . and engagement with global and regional institutions.”

Although Open Regionalism helped ASEAN foster trade ties with the outside world, it has been carried out in a less unified way, marked by FTAs signed by individual Southeast Asian states and outsider stakeholders rather than more comprehensive deals involving all ASEAN participants and their respective trade partners. The fervent hunt for bilateralism was well reflected by the burgeoning of such arrangements during the 1990s and 2000s. Moreover, when a region-wide East Asian Free Trade Area (EAFTA) was proposed by China in 2004, ASEAN did not immediately embrace it, but set up expert panels to do a feasibility study. Instead of the EAFTA, ASEAN struck separate deals with the +3 governments individually—ASEAN-China FTA (ACFTA), ASEAN-Korea FTA, and ASEAN-Japan Comprehensive Economic Partnership (AJCEP).

Do such less unified practices under the umbrella of Open Regionalism undermine the prospects of ASEAN centrality? That is unlikely because ASEAN has realized that the wide array of FTAs and CEPs members have signed actually obstruct international trade in the end. Such arrangements cumulatively lead to the “noodle bowl syndrome” of overlapping rules of origins and dissimilar regulations. As an example, ACFTA consists of ten different deals as each member selected its own trade preferences and market access, putting a burden on businesses and authorities. Consequently, Open Regionalism has recently become more unified, shifting away from each Southeast Asian country’s separate deal making with trade partners toward the collective action of creating a region-wide FTA.

Such a shift can be seen by looking at the AEC Blueprint 2025, which ensures the “alignment of competition policy chapters that are negotiated by ASEAN under the various FTAs with Dialogue Partners.” Another example is the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) launched in 2013 by ASEAN+6 (Australia, India, and New Zealand are added). Yet, the effort of consolidating several FTAs into a single agreement is ambitious because it is difficult to follow recommendations such as increasing the flexibility of rules of origin, aligning origin administration systems, and enhancing other supporting mechanisms. As a result, the RCEP negotiations are still ongoing, missing the initial deadline to be concluded at the end of 2015. The latest 14th round was held in Vietnam in August 2016, and the upcoming round will take place in Vietnam in October 2016.

From ASEAN’s standpoint, its future involvement in East Asian trade governance will partly hinge on RCEP’s fate. The initiative’s successful completion would effectively showcase that Open Regionalism can be conducted in a more unified manner, via larger trade deals which involve all ASEAN states. If RCEP fails, governments may fall back to their old way of discretely concluding or upgrading deals with their non-ASEAN counterparts. Such actions could eventually overwhelm the collective effort to merge dissimilar deals into a comprehensive package, making East Asian trade regionalism even more fragmented.

ASEAN possesses less material power than the +3, raising questions about “how can the lesser powers have a say in the crafting of regional trade rules?” and “how can ASEAN Centrality be enhanced through cooperation?” Evidence indicates that ASEAN was able to shape the agenda-setting of some regional trade arrangements, especially RCEP. In the pre-RCEP years, two proposals for a region-wide FTA were tabled—China’s idea of
EAFTA (with ASEAN+3 membership) and Japan’s proposal for a Comprehensive Economic Partnership of East Asia (CEPEA) (with ASEAN+6 membership). The rivalry between Beijing and Tokyo heated up in 2006, which halted the advancement of East Asian trade regionalism. ASEAN counter-proposed RCEP as a compromise between the two projects. That this initiative was based on the “ASEAN ++ formula” as it is to be built upon the existing five ASEAN-centered (or ASEAN+1) FTAs reflected the Southeast Asian effort to entrench ASEAN Centrality.

Centrality was ingrained within the RCEP bargaining processes. According to the Guiding Principles and Objectives, the negotiations are to be carried out with recognition of this notion. The framework endorsed at the 19th ASEAN summit in November 2011 posits that the scheme is to “establish an ASEAN-led process by setting out principles under which ASEAN will engage interested ASEAN FTA partners in establishing a regional comprehensive economic partnership agreement.” Moreover, the initiative contains the Special and Differential Treatment (SDT), which grants flexibility to the less developed ASEAN members, namely Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam (CLMV). Such provisions did not appear in other FTAs such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). The SDT clause has been applied to all ASEAN+1 FTAs, showing the continuation of dialogue partners’ acceptance of “Centrality” and their accommodation to the different needs of individual Southeast Asian stakeholders. In addition, all of the eight RCEP working groups covering eight areas of cooperation were chaired by ASEAN nations.

Will ASEAN Centrality be sustained? This will partially depend on how well ASEAN is able to manage competition among non-ASEAN partners. The RCEP case suggests that ASEAN took advantage of the Sino-Japanese contestation to advance its influence. The future functionality of Centrality also hinges on all ten members concurring to pursue it. There are worries that the success of TPP would eventually undercut it. Some ASEAN governments enjoying dual membership in TPP and RCEP may change their trade priorities and become less incentivized to advance RCEP as they have TPP on which to fall back.

The outlook for East Asian trade regionalism from ASEAN’s perspective is that RCEP will be pursued by Southeast Asian nations mainly because they see it as a means to tackle the noodle bowl effect, which has prevented their economies from reaping the full benefits of GPNs. However, this effort faces serious technical and political challenges, including doubts about the political will of certain countries. For example, Indonesia has recently turned inward by employing trade protectionism. Declining commodity prices have mounted pressure on exporters such as Malaysia and Brunei, increasing the likelihood of them raising the barriers. Additionally, the global economic slowdown may tempt some ASEAN states to focus their priorities on addressing grievances at home instead of pursuing trade cooperation abroad, undercutting ASEAN’s commitment to shape East Asian trade governance in the future.

It is too early to precisely gauge how TPP will alter the preferences and priorities of ASEAN TPP and non-TPP members. The former might be less enthusiastic than before to advance RCEP, while the latter would be more eager to seal the deal to alleviate the trade-diversion effect that TPP has on their economies. If the latter force prevails, the advancement of East Asian trade governance could be bolstered. If the opposite occurs, the future trade architecture in East Asia may become bleak.
Finance

As in the case of trade, ASEAN adopted Open Regionalism to advance financial cooperation with the +3. Yet, when compared to trade, the approach was executed in a more unified way as East Asian financial regionalism has largely developed under the ASEAN+3 framework. Why ASEAN+3? An answer can be found by looking at the 1997-1998 Asian financial crisis (AFC). Starting with the collapse of the Thai baht, contagion spread to other regional states as their currencies came under pressure and their economies faced financial turmoil. The AFC not only revealed the vulnerabilities of the region’s banking and financial systems but also the fact that “East Asian economies were inextricably linked to each other and could not afford to ignore what was happening elsewhere within the region.”

To alleviate the crisis’ impact, Indonesia and South Korea resorted to the IMF for assistance. However, wrong-headed IMF policies worsened the situation. Not only was the IMF heavily criticized, as seen in Jeffrey Sachs likening its structural adjustment program to “the wrong medicine for Asia,” the poor performance also generated IMF resentment across the region. This collective experience among East Asian nations resulted in the emergence of ASEAN+3 to provide a “firebreak” mechanism against future crises.

Financial cooperation under the ASEAN+3 framework focuses on three main areas: (1) a reserve sharing arrangement – represented by the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI) and its successor the Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM); (2) the development of regional bond markets – represented by the Asian Bond Markets Initiative (ABMI); and (3) surveillance mechanisms – such as the Economic Review and Policy Dialogue (ERPD) and ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office (AMRO). ASEAN welcomed these entities as complementary to its own mechanisms, reducing its economic vulnerabilities. For example, the CMI/CMIM supports the ASEAN Swap Arrangement (ASA) formed in 1977, providing, instant foreign exchange liquidity for members to alleviate short-term liquidity problems. ASA’s size was originally $100 million, which was doubled to $200 million in 1978, increased to $1 billion in 2000 when it was incorporated into the CMI, and then again doubled to $2 billion in 2005. According to the ASEAN+3 Joint Statement in May 2000, the CMI “involves an expanded ASEAN Swap Arrangement that would include all ASEAN countries, and a network of bilateral swap and repurchase agreement facilities” among ASEAN+3 nations, including the ASA. The original size was $80 billion, which was increased to $120 billion upon the establishment of the CMIM in 2010, and doubled to $240 billion in 2012. In addition, the prior absence of regional bond markets and collective surveillance bodies rendered the ASEAN+3 mechanisms attractive to the Southeast Asian parties.

The conduct of East Asian financial regionalism is largely shaped by the ASEAN Way, a set of governing principles the Southeast Asian nations use to manage their relations and resolve matters among themselves, emphasizing non-interference in others’ domestic affairs and respect of national sovereignty. Cooperation is often fostered by informality, flexibility, consultation, and conflict avoidance. Decisions are generally made by consensus, and peer pressure is deployed to extract compliance. Reluctance to delegate power to supranational bodies looms large. Although these characteristics can be found in other parts of the world, non-interference and national sovereignty are persistently upheld by ASEAN and have influenced the integration process since its origin. This notion is usually adopted by outsiders in negotiations with the Southeast Asian parties in platforms ranging from the
ASEAN Regional Forum to ASEAN+3. As Tan contends, although ASEAN+3 members “do not claim (not publicly at least) the ASEAN Way as their diplomatic model, their status as ASEAN-centric arrangements effectively ensures ASEAN’s way of doing business.”

The ASEAN Way has manifested itself in the ASEAN+3 process. For example, developing the elements of CMI/CMIM and ABMI was marked by incrementalism via slow increases in the CMI/CMIM size, bit-by-bit reductions in the IMF-linked portion, and the unhurried transformation of surveillance entities from a less intrusive ERPD to a more intrusive AMRO. Instead of setting up a centralized storage for the liquidity pool, the CMI/CMIM contributions take the form of a commitment letter whereby the governments keep their own reserves until the monies are disbursed after a currency swap line is activated. These features indicated that the ASEAN Way was exercised to ensure that all participants, especially ASEAN, were comfortable with moving cooperation forward.

Equal burden-sharing—another ASEAN Way of managing matters—was used in the ASEAN+3 process. For example, the contributions to the CMIM fund by the ASEAN-5 (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand) were based on each of them putting in $4.552 billion (the amount was later adjusted to $9.104 due to the doubling of the CMIM total size). Regarding the ABMI, the investments into the Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility (CGIF) by the ASEAN-5 also followed the same principle.

Will the ASEAN Way continue to undergird the ASEAN+3 process and affect the East Asian financial architecture? Some might assert that the transformation of AMRO into an international organization in February 2016 was a break from the ASEAN Way as a consequence of the participants now permitting the institution to oversee their conduct. Such a view is mistaken. Its capacity is still small in terms of manpower and budget, and its autonomy is also questionable.

The fact that AMRO is small and not entirely independent from power politics indicates the ongoing hesitation at having a supranational body undertake surveillance. The ASEAN Way, which upholds national sovereignty and non-interference in domestic affairs, is still intact.

The ASEAN Way will keep on driving East Asian financial cooperation. According to Benjamin Cohen, “punctuated equilibrium” has explained the progress of ASEAN+3 financial regionalism since the 1990s as the collaboration “tends to be characterized by long periods of stability, punctuated only on occasion by large, though less frequent, changes caused by major shifts in society or government.” After decades of little financial regionalism, the AFC suddenly triggered the ASEAN+3 process, which crafted mechanisms such as the CMI and ABMI. These schemes advanced more slowly until the 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC) sparked an acceleration. The GFC led to the multilateralization of the CMI and its expansion from $80 to $120 billion, and the creation of the New ABMI Roadmap to speed up the strengthening of regional bond markets.
Even a crisis is no guarantee that East Asia will again witness collective regional responses like the ones in the post-AFC era. Studies showed that the effect of the GFC in advancing financial regionalism was less than that of the AFC. Future financial regionalism will likely follow a stop-and-go pattern. Crises can to some degree catalyze the progress, but in “peace” times, inertia tends to dominate as the ASEAN Way still underlies collaboration.

Deeper integration into a regional currency area is unlikely to materialize in the short or medium term. Despite many proposals to create an optimal currency area, such a zone is difficult to form, technically and politically. On the technical front, issues such as “which currency will serve as an anchor” and “how would policy coordination be implemented” need to be carefully assessed. Also, the euro-zone crisis revealed the enforcement issues with a single currency zone, reminding the East Asian governments to have second thoughts before embarking on such an endeavor of their own. Regarding political obstacles, achieving a common currency area requires participants to give up their monetary policy autonomy and allow a supranationality to determine policy. This would clash with the ASEAN Way, which dearly guards states’ sovereignty, making such a scheme less likely to become a reality.

Concerning ASEAN’s lesser financial capacity and expertise than the +3, some observers may postulate that the future of financial architecture in East Asia will be shaped by the +3, especially China and Japan. On the contrary, evidence suggests that there exist particular niches in which ASEAN can exercise ASEAN Centrality to alter the outcome, resorting to the ASEAN Caucus, a coalition-formation allowing countries to together propagate their influence over the course of international cooperation between themselves and external parties. Bargaining collectively was found to increase ASEAN’s voice in determining results in broader forums such as APEC. In addition, the caucus sometimes has enabled the ASEAN participants to take advantage of contestation among their Northeast Asia counterparts. “Some ASEAN officials involved in the process privately express the view that a degree of Sino-Japanese tension is desirable because it enables smaller members to gain leverage and punch above their weights.”

In the CMI/CMIM negotiations, the ASEAN Caucus was utilized on several occasions. For instance, prior to and after the talks, the Southeast Asian governments convened an informal meeting to craft their shared position before negotiating with the +3. The Caucus was also called upon by the ASEAN co-chair in the middle of the negotiation rounds, usually in the form of a coffee break, in which the ten members went to a separate room to formulate a common stance and/or convince disagreeing partners to get on board with the prevailing position. Doing so not only decreased the likelihood that the +3 nations would cut separate deals with individual ASEAN states, which could further weaken the grouping, but also boosted the latter’s clout over certain outcomes. The Philippines’ CMIM contribution is a case in point. After the GFC, Manila faced certain financial difficulties, rendering it unable to contribute the amount it had earlier pledged. It asked whether it could temporarily reduce its portion before later raising it to $4.552 billion, as promised. Disputes emerged when Singapore refused to accept the Philippines’s plea, causing a deadlock. The Thai co-chair stepped in by resorting to the ASEAN Caucus, citing “issue exclusiveness” or the exclusive nature of the issues being discussed and gesturing to the South Korean co-chair that the matter was ASEAN’s internal affair, which was to be decided solely by its members. As a result, Seoul did not intervene. Bangkok successfully resolved the issue with Singapore and the negotiations were able to move forward.
Will ASEAN Centrality be sustained as regional financial cooperation progresses? An answer will partially hinge on the degree to which the +3 will embrace the ASEAN Caucus. In the CMI/CMIM example, the Northeast Asian stakeholders saw it as beneficial as it sped up the talks.\textsuperscript{41} They did not need to bargain separately with individual ASEAN members but waited to hear a collective stance and negotiated from that point onwards.\textsuperscript{42} If in the future the +3 states still view the Caucus as useful, they are likely to support it, and Centrality can persist. If, however, the Northeast Asian parties perceive the method as neither helpful nor necessary, sustaining Centrality becomes uncertain. Rivalries among the +3 would provide room for ASEAN to keep with the practice. If the Northeast Asians no longer were at odds with one another, the chances would be reduced accordingly.

In conclusion, when compared to trade, ASEAN’s approach to Open Regionalism in building East Asian financial architecture has been more unified as most initiatives were under the ASEAN+3 framework. Although the ASEAN nations are comfortable having the ASEAN Way propel collaboration, relying on it can complicate the ASEAN+3 process and prevent it from crafting ready-to-use mechanisms in a next crisis. That Singapore and South Korea did not resort to CMI facilities to ease their liquidity problems during the GFC exposed the fact that progress in regional financial cooperation had been too slow to provide helpful tools for the participants in a timely manner. Moreover, the GFC altered the regional states’ way of addressing financial turmoil, shifting away from fostering regional arrangements towards national-level measures (e.g. domestic stimulus) and activism on the global stage such as the G-20 and IMF.\textsuperscript{43} If such trends endure, the prospect for East Asian financial regionalism will be dimmer.

**Physical Infrastructure**

Infrastructure is important to ASEAN economies. Realizing that better infrastructure not only boosts trade and financial ties but also enhances economic development, members unveiled the Master Plan of ASEAN Connectivity (MPAC) in 2010 to bolster infrastructure building, ranging from transport and energy to information-communications technology. To date, the MPAC has identified 15 priorities including the ASEAN Highway Network (AHN), the Singapore-Kunming Rail Link (SKRL), and ASEAN Power Grids. The ASEAN Infrastructure Fund (AIF) was founded in 2012 to serve as the MPAC’s funding arm. At the same time, ASEAN recognizes financial and technical constraints that might undercut its connectivity aspirations. For example, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) estimated that Southeast Asia would require $60 billion each year until 2022 to meet its infrastructure needs,\textsuperscript{44} but the AIF’s lending commitment through 2020 was about $4 billion.

As a result, ASEAN has adopted Open Regionalism by seeking support from external actors. The MPAC text calls for forging and strengthening “partnership with external partners, including Dialogue Partners, multilateral development banks, international organisations and others for effective and efficient implementation of the Master Plan.”\textsuperscript{45} ASEAN saw its own connectivity projects as closely linked with broader East Asian ones. As seen in the Chairman’s Statement of the 15\textsuperscript{th} ASEAN Summit in 2009, “[i]ntra-regional connectivity would benefit all [ASEAN Member States] . . . and serve as a foundation for a more enhanced East Asian connectivity.”\textsuperscript{46} ASEAN had employed an Open Regionalism approach to engage Northeast Asian peers before the MPAC was launched, as reflected by the +3’s involvement in sub-regional programs such as the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) and Brunei Darussalam-Indonesia-Malaysia-the Philippines East ASEAN Growth Area.\textsuperscript{47} Yet, the recent deepening of GPNs has heightened the importance of the approach.
ASEAN perceived its cooperation with external partners as a win-win situation. Because some of its projects were stalled by lack of access to public and private funding and uneven development of the member states,\textsuperscript{48} external assistance can complement and accelerate the MPAC progress, enhancing its production networks and competitiveness.\textsuperscript{49} Unsurprisingly, the members positively greeted China’s recent One Belt, One Road Initiative and joined its Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), seeing the latter as an alternative financing source.\textsuperscript{50} The +3 see the MPAC as beneficial to themselves. For instance, China supported the AHN and SKRL because their completion will offer its provinces of Sichuan, Chongqing, and Yunnan access to the Indian Ocean.\textsuperscript{51} Japan identified the MPAC as a key to implementing its East-West and Southern Economic Corridors.\textsuperscript{52} Moreover, South Korea created the Mekong-ROK Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in 2011 as a main cooperative body to better tap Southeast Asia’s inexpensive labor, natural resources, and growing markets.\textsuperscript{53} Driven by financial and technical needs, ASEAN will likely maintain its course of Open Regionalism, fostering collaboration with external actors. The interplay among major multilateral development banks, especially the AIIB, ADB, and the World Bank, will affect regional infrastructure advancement. Despite the fact that the ADB and AIIB agreement to collectively search for co-financing opportunities is a good sign,\textsuperscript{54} little is known about how well they will work together. Because dissimilar institutions differ in their priorities, standards and practices, and other operational procedures, observers will have to wait and see how rules such as lending conditions, procurement policy, and labor standards will be jointly determined. Even if these entities end up competing with one another, ASEAN is unlikely to shut its door on either of them due to its infrastructure deficit. However, the conflict can tempt Southeast Asian stakeholders to be more cautious, fearing that such contestation may undermine their own connectivity initiatives and slow East Asian infrastructure development.

Skeptics worry that relations between Southeast and Northeast Asian states may be lopsided, with the former standing at the receiving end, leaving in doubt how they will be able to advance connectivity in East Asia. The MPAC agreement highlights the importance of maintaining ASEAN Centrality in infrastructure development. The text posits that the initiative is to be “[o]utward-looking and serve to promote healthy competitive dynamics among external partners and also help preserve ASEAN centrality.”\textsuperscript{55} However, engagement with several partners showed that ASEAN was inevitably embroiled in power politics, especially the Sino-Japanese competition. For instance, after Beijing defeated Tokyo by winning the $5 billion high-speed rail project in Indonesia in October 2015 as the former required no Indonesian government guarantee, the latter quickly pledged that it would halve the processing time needed to disburse its Official Development Assistance (ODA) loans and “revise the current practice of requiring without exception recipient governments’ payment guarantees.”\textsuperscript{56}

Despite being aid recipients, ASEAN nations were able to wield clout over regional connectivity schemes and retain centrality via implementation of the MPAC initiative.\textsuperscript{57} ASEAN acted as a broker, which took resources from the +3 stakeholders and allocated them to CLMV countries where needs were greater.\textsuperscript{58} However, ASEAN Centrality may risk deterioration, rendering it no longer a main principle driving the MPAC. Signs of weakening centrality have surfaced, e.g., the ongoing construction of the Xayaburi mega-hydropower dams in the Mekong River by Laos was strongly opposed by the downstream states of Cambodia and Vietnam, which argued that they would alter fish migration patterns and decrease the flow of nutrients necessary for rice production, hurting their fishery and
agricultural sectors. The conflict of interest emerged when Vientiane saw that electricity sales from these dams would bring a lucrative income to its land-locked country, while Phnom Penh and Hanoi feared that their food security would be in jeopardy if the building continued. This action violated the 1995 Mekong Agreement (a treaty among Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, promoting shared use and management of the Mekong river basin) as Laos did not seek prior approval from the Mekong River Commission (MRC). The MRC protested, but, to date, it has failed to elicit Vientiane’s compliance.

One lesson learned from the above is that ASEAN lacks effective mechanisms to manage disputes concerning the spill-over effect of economic activities on the (non-traditional) security sphere. Also, the outcome of the Xayaburi case will set a precedent for how an issue of this kind can be resolved in the future. Governments may calculate that they can develop infrastructure while not being held accountable for the implications of their actions. There are a dozen or more projects approved by the Laotian government, some of which will be financed by external players such as China. ASEAN has yet to craft rules to address the disputes over infrastructure building when some stakeholders are non-ASEAN members. Thus, the issue of dam building is a litmus test for the organization.

Being increasingly attracted to financial and other assistance from the outside, different countries may end up having divergent views on the future of ASEAN connectivity, lessening internal cohesion and hence centrality. As self-interest looms large, the Southeast Asian governments may no longer be able to stick together and jointly determine cooperation outcomes, leaving the shaping of the future of regional infrastructure development more in the hands of their Northeast Asian neighbours.

In sum, Southeast Asia has employed Open Regionalism by seeking support from external parties to achieve its connectivity agendas. Due to the level of assistance needed, it is unlikely to reverse course. Increasing interactions with outside actors, namely the +3, can shape the future outcome of East Asian connectivity, as the dynamics among financial and supporting entities are changing. The AIIB is a “new kid on the block” and its joint cooperation with the incumbent ADB is just beginning. As these banks have different priorities and procedures, the outlook will partly depend on how they interact. Another factor concerns the future of ASEAN Centrality, as internal clashes over infrastructure development can decrease ASEAN’s influence over the direction of East Asian connectivity architecture. If the internal conflicts are not well-resolved, the members may be more divided over the future course of regional connectivity projects, and the prospects for East Asian infrastructure architecture will be determined more by the Northeast Asian counterparts.

**Conclusion**

This examination of ASEAN’s perspective on the future of East Asian economic architecture in trade, finance, and physical infrastructure has certain limitations. First, I did not scrutinize the roles of ideational elements, especially the influence of epistemic communities and a sense of regional identity (or a sense of solidarity) on regional economic governance. Epistemic communities, defined as the networks of knowledge-based experts which act as “channels through which new ideas circulate from societies to governments as well as from country to country” were found to affect international economic cooperation. Also, a sense of identity (or a sense of solidarity) can serve as a building block of regionalism as
it makes actors aware of their shared goals. For example, Terada discovered that the AFC and regionalism in the other parts of the world helped promote the self-other dichotomy necessary for the successful formation of an East Asian identity.

Another limitation is that this study did not assess the effect of the private sector on the construction of regional architectures. East Asian countries have enhanced private players’ participation in policymaking processes, as seen in the formation of the East Asian Business Council in 2004. As the inputs from non-state actors are increasingly considered by governments, future research should explore how the dynamics between private and public stakeholders will affect future regional collaboration.

Furthermore, the analysis did not take into account the influence of geopolitics, such as the territorial disputes in the East China Sea and South China Sea. Although little evidence suggests that these issues have significantly affected the economic realm, history has taught us that what happens in the security circle should not be ignored as it can cause rifts among regional states, corrode trust, and undermine international cooperation. For instance, disagreements over whether to incorporate remarks concerning the South China Sea matters into the meeting’s statement resulted in ASEAN’s failure to deliver a joint communiqué in 2012. Thus, scholars interested in scrutinizing the future of East Asian economic regionalism should pay attention to the spill-over effect of international security issues on economic ones.
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